GALOP 5 TEST
CORRECTION
Passing grade : 12/20
+2 if you filled the English Test
English version : When the answer requires a technical word, please, give the
French name. You get extra points if you also give the English name.
1. The horse’s passport:

Can you explain what a SIRE number ?

1pt

It is her ID number.

2. Fill the blanks in Reglice’s passport.
Breed : Shetland
Sex : female
Coat colour : gray or leopard

1pt

3. Find the missing letters in the riding arena bellow.

4. Give the french names of the different jumps bellow.

From left to right :
Cross
Vertical
Oxer

Triple bars
Post and blanks
Liverpool

1pt

1pt

Gate
Wall
Swedish Oxer

5. Fill the drawing bellow.

4pts

6. Name the different parts of the horse’s digestive
1. Mouth
2. Esophagus
3. Liver
4. Stomach
5. Large intestine

1pt

7. What kind of food do the horse of L’Equ’Crin eat every day ? How many
times do they eat every day ?
1pt
In our riding school, horses are fed with hay all night long when they go outside
and they get 2 meals of concentrates during the day (Usually in the morning and at
noon)
In other riding schools, horses get hay and concentrates in the morning;
concentrates at noon; hay and concentrates at night.

8. What is the effect of the muscles bellow :

1pt

* Extensor muscle : extends or straightens a body part (enlarging the angle between body parts)
* Rotator muscle : rotates / turns two body parts
* Adductor or flexor muscle : bends a body part (decreases the angle between body
parts)

9. What are stable bandages used for ?
0.5pt
Stable bandages stimulate recovery in the horse’s legs after a strong effort. It helps
reducing tendons’ congestion.

10. Name the bits bellow that you used at the riding club. Describe their effect on the
horse.
1pt

Eggbutt : most classical one

Baucher : lever effect, eases the necks’ submission

Full Cheek : allows to stabilize the bit in the horse’s
mouth. Gives better channel especially when turning. Prevents the bit to get out of
the horse’s mouth when the riders uses only one rein

11. Describe the notion of « pli »

1pt

« Pli de l’atlas/axis » gives the tip of the nose. « Pli » is the angle formed by
flexion

12. Upward and downward transitions. Explain :

1pt

- Their role (utility for the horse and the rider) : Allows you to check that your
horses is listening to you and that you are in control

- What do you do to have a good transition ?
Upward transition : Legs (calf) and voice
Downward transition : straighten your chest, close your finger and voice

- What kind of problems would you face when asking for a transition ?
Your horse is not listening, pulling the reins or not answering to your legs

13. Equifun : Describe this discipline and name 3 obstacles you can find in
the discipline.
0.5pt
Discipline that checks your handling abilities in a defined time
- Slalom, Zed, Chicane

14. In which disciplines does l’Equ’crin is represented in the French
Championship ?
0.5pt
Hunter, Pony Games, Equifun, Mounted Archery

15. Why is mental training as important as physical training ?

1pt

A strong mindset helps you deal with your emotions and allows you to focus on
your exercice or your competition.

16. In other riding clubs they don’t usually let the horses go free at the end of
the lessons, why is that ?
0.5pt
Because horses usually wear horseshoes so there is a risk of accidents. Also, they
don’t often live in herd

17. Name the 7 games in ethology :

1pt

1. The friendly game. 2. The porcupine game. 3. The driving game. 4. The Yo-yo
game. 5. The circling game. 6. The sideways game. 7. The squeeze game

18. Name the different exercices that you can suggest to your horse when
working on the ground with a hoop.
1pt
Rein-back in the hoop. Spin around the forelegs. Spin around the rear limp. Circle
with a stop in the hoop.

19. Pony Games: name 3 games in the Pony Games discipline and explain the
rules.
1pt
Slalom : Round trip weaving in and out

Balles et Cônes : Put the ball on the first cone and retrieve the second one to give it
to your team-mate
Carton : Retrieve a piece of cardboard and put it in the bucket at the end of the
field and come back with your team

How does the game start ? What is the name of the person starting it ?
(Bonus)
The Starter puts the flag down.

20. Why don’t we clip the horses at l’Equ’Crin ? In which case do you clip a
horse ?
1pt
Our horses live outside all year long so they need their coat to protect them from
the cold. They can be clipped if they live inside with a rug or when the have
parasites like lice.

